
Integrated vessel data where and when you 
need it with Oceanbolt Vessel Particulars 

Data for over 25,000+ vessels that can be 
accessed directly in key workflows within 
the IMOS Platform. Minimize vessel data 
entry time while driving high-quality 
insights to real-time decision making.

Comprehensive vessel data is critical to your ability to make confident decisions, but you shouldn’t 
have to jump from one login to another to access it. With Oceanbolt Vessel Particulars in the Veson 
IMOS Platform, you can seamlessly search and import vessel data—giving you access to what you 
need, when you need it.

Integration Spotlight

Access a high-quality bulker and tanker vessel 
database comprising of manually curated Q88 
data in combination with automated Oceanbolt AIS 
information. 

Import vessels of interest directly to the IMOS 
Platform during the market insights or estimatge 
stage of the workflow. 

Easily leverage primary vessel data throughout the 
IMOS Platform, which is stored in your data center 
and automatically updated with vessel changes. 

Evaluate decisions and report on a comprehensive 
set of vessel fields, including class society, TPC, 
LOA, depth, fuel tank margin, call letters, and more. 

Access historical port calls and vessel tracks across 
the global fleet in Market Insights and Action 
Cargoes. 

Import predictive ETAs into the IMOS Platform 
across both the estimate and voyage manager. 

Incorporate port congestion and expected port 
days data into your estimates, giving charterers a 
better view of current realities and enabling more 
accurate estimates before fixing. 

With the Oceanbolt Vessel Particulars  
+ IMOS Platform integration, you can: 

In addition to this standard integration, 
you can leverage the Oceanbolt API to: 
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Visit veson.com/ob-demo to speak to an expert

With direct access to data from Oceanbolt Vessel Particulars, vessel 
fields within the IMOS Platform will be automatically updated to reflect 
the latest changes.  

The following are maintained fields, with dry bulk market fields in navy and wet bulk market fields in navy and blue: 

Discover how integrated vessel data can help you 
enhance your competitive edge.

IMO No Tropical SW Draft Tropical SW Vessel Flag NRT Int’l

Type Code Winter Draft Winter Registry Panama Gross 

Vessel Owner Normal Ballast Draft Normal Ballast Disponent Owner Suez Gross 

Capacity m3 Lightship Draft Lightship Operator Fax 

Capacity Bbl Displacement: TPC P&I Club Bridge No. 

Class Society At Summer LOA Hull Type Email 

Vessel DWT Tropical SW Displ Beam Ice Class SW Summer Draft

Tropical SW DWT Winter Displ Depth Last Dry Dock At Summer

Winter DWT Normal Ballast Displ Fuel Tank Margin  Next Dry Dock Builder

Normal Ballast DWT   Lightship Displ Former Name Next Survey GRT Int’l

Lightship DWT Free Board: Call Letters TVE Expires 


